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DOMAINE HENRI JAYER, THE ULTIMATE SALE
THE GENEVA-BASED AUCTION HOUSE BAGHERA/WINES’
NEXT REMARKABLE WINE AUCTION FEATURES AN ESTIMATED VALUE
BETWEEN CHF 6,7 AND 13 MILLION (BETWEEN 6 AND 11 MILLION EUROS)
THIS HISTORICAL WINE AUCTION FEATURING AN IMPRESSIVE 855 BOTTLES AND 209 MAGNUMS
FROM THE REPUTED “PINOT NOIR MASTER” WILL BE HELD ON SUNDAY JUNE 17TH, 2018,
AT DOMAINE DE CHÂTEAUVIEUX (SATIGNY-GENEVA, SWITZERLAND) FROM 2PM ONWARDS.

The Genevan fine wines auction house invites connoisseurs and wine-passionates from all over the world
to participate and conquer the 1 064 astounding bottles and magnums originating from the private cellar
of Domaine Henri Jayer. The sale catalogue enhances – as it ought to – the 8 climats emblematic of Henri
Jayer’s work, not to mention the famous Cros-Parantoux, known to be amongst the most prominent and
expensive wines in the world. The estimates of the 215 lots offered at auction range from CHF 3’200 for
one bottle of Nuits-Saint-Georges 1997 (lots 6&7) to CHF 280’000 for a 15-magnum vertical spanning
from 1978 to 2001 (lot 160), for a sale global estimate of CHF 6,7 to 13 million (between 6 and 11 million
Euros). In addition to this extraordinary ensemble, a selection of personal objects belonging to Henri Jayer
will punctuate this afternoon of auction dedicated to the “God of Burgundies”.

PROVENANCE OF THE 1064 BOTTLES AND MAGNUMS FEATURING THE COLLECTION

All of the bottles and magnums offered in the sale “Henri Jayer, The Heritage – The ultimate sale from the private cellar of Domaine
Henri Jayer” come directly from the cellar of Domaine Henri Jayer. These bottles were kept and stored by Henri Jayer in person,
and listed in his cellar book over the years. Today the collection is the property of Henri Jayer’s two daughters who wish to sell it
at auction. The wines had never been removed from the cellar until February 2018, when they were transported from Henry Jayer’s
cellar to the Geneva FreePort. A sworn bailiff supervised the whole process, from the inventory of the collection, the sealing of the
cartons to the transport to the Geneva FreePort.
UTMOST PRESERVATION

The 1064 bottles and magnums in this auction are
exceptionally well preserved. The colour of the wines is
resplendent, and the levels are generally sublime for bottles
of their age. The preservation of the wine is astonishing and,
for those who will be patient enough, can be kept for an
impressive length of time before being uncorked.
NEW DOMAINE CAPSULES AND LABELS

As is the tradition in Burgundy, Henri Jayer kept his wines
“sur pile”, bottled and stacked in his cellar – without labels or
capsules. In February 2018, in view of the sale and prior to
the wines being escorted to Geneva, new labels and capsules
were placed on all of the bottles by Henri Jayer’s daughters
and Emmanuel Rouget, his nephew. All capsules and labels
are in excellent condition, regardless of the wines’ age.

Lots 6 & 7 — One bottle of Nuits-Saint-Georges, 1997
Low estimate CHF 1’600 (€ 1’350)
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Michael Ganne, Baghera/wines’ Executive Director: “ No doubt, this auction will remain a historical event for all pinot noir enthusiasts.
Henri Jayer had meticulously gathered these bottles in the Domaine’s cellar, taking great care of the selection of climats and vintages he
stocked there, in the idea of tasting and sharing them. In keeping with this spirit of sharing, Henri Jayer's daughters are offering these
1 064 bottles for sale. ”

Prooftag™ authentication seals have been affixed on all of the bottles
and magnums offered at this sale

Lot 52 — O
 ak cask (empty!) originating from Henri Jayer’s personal
cellar in Vosne-Romanée. Low estimate CHF 300 (€ 255)

The auction “Henri Jayer, The Heritage – The ultimate sale
from the private cellar of Domaine Henri Jayer” will be held
on Sunday June 17th, 2018, from 2PM onward,
at Domaine de Châteauvieux,
Chemin de Châteauvieux 16
Peney-Dessus
1242 Satigny, Geneva
www.chateauvieux.ch
Domaine de Châteauvieux and its surrounding vines,
barely 30 mns outside of Geneva
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KEY DATA

CATALOGUE

1 064 bottles and magnums
855 bottles and 209 magnums
Vintages spanning from 1970 to 2001
Encompassing 8 climats, divided into 215 lots :
• Lots 1 to 7 : Nuits-Saint-Georges
• Lots 8 to 26 : Nuits-Saint-Georges « Les Meurgers »
• Lots 27 to 52 : Vosne-Romanée

The sale catalogue is available in digital version at the

• Lots 53 to 72 : Vosne-Romanée « Beaumonts »

following address : issuu.com

• Lots 73 to 87 : Vosne-Romanée « Les Brulées »

and on our website : www.bagherawines.auction

• Lots 88 to 164 : Vosne-Romanée « Cros-Parantoux »
• Lots 165 to 205 : Échézeaux

Extracts from the catalogue and remarkable lots to be

• Lots 206 to 215 : Richebourg

discovered in the annex to this press release.

ABOUT BAGHERA/WINES,
EXCEPTIONAL WINE EXPERTS
CONSULTANCY
Baghera/wines was established in Geneva in 2015 by
passionate experts, who launched a specialized office
exclusively dedicated to high-end wines. Michael Ganne
and Julie Carpentier joined forces, offering a new approach
to exceptional wine auctions, by placing cordiality and
sharing at the very heart of the wine business.
Since their establishment at the end of 2015, Baghera/
wines have become the leading Swiss fine wine auctioneer,
achieving a turnover in excess of CHF 15 million.
Alongside their auctions, the Baghera/wines team guides
collectors in every dimension of highlighting a collection,
focusing on tailor-made, one-to-one professional advice
and excellency.

High definition photographs are available from Baghera/wines' Press department
and on our DropBox dedicated to the media
—
Press contact Émilie Drouin | edrouin@bagherawines.com | +41 79 687 17 44
—
For more information about Baghera/wines : www.bagherawines.com
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